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Upgrading to Windows XP

Now that the highly touted Windows XP
has hit the streets, I decided to

upgrade my laptop from Windows 2000 to
XP. This month’s column will review the
different flavors of XP, detail how the
upgrade went, and provide a commentary
on whether the upgrade is really worth it.

THE DIFFERENT FLAVORS

Windows XP comes in two flavors: XP
Professional and XP Home Edition. The
biggest news about this is that instead of
having one operating system based on the
ME kernel and one based on the 2000
kernel, both flavors are based on the 2000
kernel. This brings the stability and
robustness of the 2000 platform into the
home user arena. Unfortunately, the ME
kernel is far less stable than the 2000 kernel
because of the operating system architec-
ture. I have to re-boot my 98 machine
daily, and my ME machine every other
day, whereas I only have to re-boot my
2000 machine once a week. Bringing the
2000 platform reliability and stability to
the home arena will not only further the
use of PCs, but goes a long way to create
Windows devices, which not only perform
traditional PC tasks, but extend their
reach to create a digital home. Also,
bringing the security aspect and profile
ability of the 2000 platform to the home
environment allows for multiple users/
family members to share a PC without the
kids being able to get into their parent’s
email or Quicken files.

From an Enterprise point of view, the only
version of Windows XP we are concerned
with is Professional. It has the same features
as the home edition, but also has the tradi-
tional security and management features
that exist with Windows 2000.

THE UPGRADE

As always, I first did two backups. I then
held my breath as I put the CD in, and started
the upgrade process.

The first thing the system did was a
compatibility check. I found this check to
be pretty thorough and accurate. Before
the check is performed, the system goes to
the Web site to download the latest drivers.
See Figure 1. The system then produces a
report on what is not compatible with XP.
The only thing the system did not properly
identify was the Novell Client; it just said
it was a login replacement.

It took about an hour for the upgrade to
complete. The first boot took about 15
minutes. Then my PC started to act funny.

The Novell Client allowed me to log in, but
the PC was slow and flaky. I hit Ctrl-Alt-
Del to view a task list, and my heart went in
my throat when I received an application
error. See Figure 2.

I re-booted, and this time the machine
took 20 minutes to get to the desktop and
again it would not launch task manager. I
thought to myself, this isn’t good.

I uninstalled (not just disabled) the
Novell Client (I had the latest version 4.81)
and rebooted. My laptop did a 180. It was
fast, responsive and stable. Every application
worked without fail.

I did some research with Novell, and
discovered that there is a new client for
Windows XP called client 4.82 that is
currently in Beta. I downloaded this

FIGURE 1: COMPATIBILITY CHECK
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client, installed it, and still had no prob-
lems. Since I still do a lot of Novell
consulting, it was critical that I had this
client on my laptop.

The other big change that I noticed,
besides the Start Menu being laid out differ-
ently (see the May 2001 column for more
details), was that if I had multiple windows
of the same application open, they did not
appear individually on the taskbar; rather,
they appeared as one, and let me choose the
Window. However, if I Alt-tabbed, separate
windows appeared.

MICROSOFT’S ROADMAP

Microsoft has said that there will be a
second edition of XP based on feedback
and bugs reported from the users of XP
Home and Professional. Later in 2002, the
Beta of the next version of Windows,
code-named Longhorn, will go out with
the product expected to ship in 2003.
Longhorn will focus on how to take
advantage of the class framework from its
Visual Studio .Net product. This is expected
to be a minor upgrade.

Expected in 2005 is a product codenamed
Blackcomb, which will be a major overhaul
to XP.

SUMMARY

There are two aspects to the upgrade: the
technical and the business. The technical
aspects were not that difficult, and as a
techie, the product is great. I get a more
powerful, faster, and stable desktop operating
system. Let’s face it; what techie does not
want the latest and greatest?

The business side, however, is another
issue. No one has given me a clear business
case for an Enterprise to take up the expense
and time needed to upgrade to XP. If they
are at 95/98, or NT4 and are going to a 2000
platform, XP makes sense; however, if they
are already at 2000, 2000 will serve their
needs well.  
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Windows NT, 2000, Novell, Storage Area
Networks, data security, directory, and Web
applications. Aram can be contacted via email
at ataleporos@btsconsulting.net.

FIGURE 2: APPLICATION ERROR
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